HushMat Universal - Hoodliner Installation Guide

HushMat Hoodliner is formulated to reflect heat away from your hood. The Hoodliner kit contains 12 Square Feet of 1/8\textsuperscript{th} inch thick 0.5 pounds per square feet heat reflecting material. This kit is designed to fully treat a full size hood.

Start by removing the fabric mat from underneath your hood. The fabric mat is typically fastened with push pins and can be reinstalled.
Remove any dust or dirt from the surface of the hood with a dry cloth. With HushMat Hoodliner you don’t have to use environmentally unfriendly acetone or alcohol to clean the surface.

Apply each sheet of HushMat Ultra directly on the metal surface and use light hand pressure to allow material to form into uneven surfaces or channels. If the hood has deep draw areas you can cut cross patterns with a razor knife to allow the material to form into the bottom of the draw.